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5 Poems for E·ratio 
 

by Louis Armand 
 
 
 
 
Light Gradually Descends on the Obsolescence Curve 
(for John Kinsella) 
 
 
Light gradually descends on the obsolescence curve, picturesque 
as a statistical report slated for a whitewash. our camera  
has captured for you a few aspects: night-time tracking shots  
in a dockside container yard. the shipping lanes, hemmed-in.  
old trans-Pacific news. Seduced by the progress achieved  
in the domination of nature, the mass-acculturated cockstand,  
the sweating surveillance eye… Same times found us in the same  
places, living and acting otherwise. Somewhere a lost decade is  
talking through a telephone. Now we are dark tunnels and 
stairways underground, spent icons of roadless outcountry,  
quondong fluctuations – pre-recorded Arnhem dawns above  
stratospheres of cyclical downturn. What’s known. What isn’t. 
A Darlinghurst Gauguin sketching portraits for a hit, the hungry  
spoon, the Buddha face-down on a floor of broken eggshells 
and Petri-dish insomnias. Give your vote to evolution. 
Cruising through endless TV vistas looking for the big clue  
to what’s going down. Northbound: the great convict ziggurats,  
orbital night-signals lighting up and sometimes obscuring a sky  
empty of response. Indian smoke-signals on Mars. Stun-guns 
and UFO chorus-girl routines. Climbed to the top of the Bridge 
to throw a spanner in the works, arguing with gravity. 
It’s all happening out there on Retrovision. Yesterday only. 
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Zenga zenga, space junk, the absolute finito – next time pull up 
your knees and try to be a door. testing the inhibitory reflex,  
a grey verbal sludge of language smeared as upon a windscreen. 
Warhol squeegee gangs hustling the intersections – Dogs in Space 
mapping the escape route via welfare cheque deposit slip.  
Time to get serious, the life of the body you’ve failed to cultivate,  
the body you were born in and not some strap-on placebo.  
Another monument to the lowest common dollar. Did you get 
your free measure and quote? A portrait “in absentia” – 
things that want life and may be kept… Like dental floss. Rain,  
impinging upon sleeplessness and windows one after another. 
Someone closes the door and re-arranges the furniture – 
smells of cooking fat, ash, a stomach-like enclosure you belong 
like an ulcer in. The future never looked rosier. Select replay. 
In just fifteen minutes, you too can be all you were cracked-up to be. 
 
 
 
 
Sotades the Obscene of Maroneia 
 
 
Nine o’clock and all the worst yet to come – 
May Day parades, Saturday morning horrors. 
Been living in mirrors as long as you have, 
dear. What’s life but a stumbling palindrome 
in a lead-suit aqualung? And you call that a man?  
Awake to another day’s ego-dissolving bliss, 
I’ve condensed myself into a fraction  
between matter and no matter. Hours pass  
like rotten plumbing – the untolled village bell,  
the ass in its stable braying – a pair  
of all-night drunks earnestly at attention  
before the crux of their patriotic God, whistling  
while they urinate. How do you cross a line  
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drawn in water? Jacques Cousteau  
of the depthless blank page – I am the whole  
of my own autism: the world on its axis,  
the poetaster’s wife, the perturbed length of a  
human pratfall as it drowns and breathes again  
and still drowns. 
 
 
 
 
Tête de Femme 
(for Ali Alizadeh) 
 
 
An open window and morning out of doors 
is a Bartók sonata with delivery vans and 
dogs and pigeons in trees, the inevitable 
end-of-the-world making background noise  
arranged in arches, domes, minarets. 
A city’s alter-ego is crying into its drink  
like the woman you observe in a hotel window – 
anxious hands create their own occasion. 
But candour is a foreigner in time of war.  
Chance encounters without witness – 
midday, a deserted terrace along the strand, 
the sea’s elaborate mosaic – her face  
watching out of it in half-profile like a Roman  
concubine’s. And would you bleed for your  
own country? One word for any other word –  
ships pass north into a scenery that begins 
where the sky ends. There are worlds, supposedly,  
much vaster. A one-thousand year ad-break. 
Why seek what can’t be found? Behind  
every clock, under every stone – the noise  
of traffic coming closer, the sounded  
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note, the hectoring voice. The restored relation.  
 
 
 
 
After Donald Friend’s The Outrigger (1974) 
 
 
Windjamming between the reefs – a boy in a canoe 
you lie beside in your mind, knotted blue hair, 
loincloth undone as he turns about and rides you, 
white shemale posed on all-fours, a four-posted 
thatch hut and postcard figures cut out to form  
a watching backdrop, static as Balinese theatre.  
The ribbed canoe flexes against the breakers’  
coercive uniformity; a snapshot makes the outfall 
aesthetic. His mother, he says, was an orphan 
of Dutch colonists. Brownskinned. For another  
five bucks he’ll let you suck him off afterwards. 
Through a chink in the wall you see the dogs  
stalking the periphery – remedial demons, rust- 
pelted, scavenging for morsels of proof that things 
are indeed as they seem. The ceaseless grovel  
of the waves. On the wall, a gaudily illustrated map  
shows the route to paradise – but who can say  
if what lies there isn’t cursed? The outrigger  
turning back to shore, sun low in its arc, flash  
of an oar. Each stroke, down-thrust, a purification.  
But to stand in the light and not in the shadow  
is no guarantee against the infinite evasions of glib 
post-coital sentimentality. Was anything stolen? 
Can you provide a description? The outrigger,  
dragged up onto the beach among crab burrowings, 
seaweed, brine – all the surrounding amorous  
real estate pegged with for sale signs. Or you alone  
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are the island on which you walk, compass-eyed,  
seeing only the X that marks the lost co-ordinate.  
 
 
 
 
Object Lessons 
 
 
They’ve taken down the statues, the portraits,  
the posters with children: what’s left 
is the quicksand simplicity of words turned  
backwards, becoming the stuff of TV, 
signal adjustments, talking heads. Their malady  
exists solely for the sake of curing itself,  
like penicillin on stale bread. Tobruk,  
the dancing feathers of the ceremonial bird  
exiled from its habitat. We set out for want 
of territory, stakes driven into sand to pitch 
a cenotaph. Nomads of the kasbah hunch 
backwards into the storm, melancholy  
figures shouldering TV sets – as unwatched  
diatribes waft in and out of the frame, like scenery. 
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Lewis & Clark:  
An Imaginary Conversation 
 

by Alan Halsey 
 
 
 
 
Scene a tent in the Lost Trail Pass. 
L & C evidently exhausted,  
drawing exquisite corpses while they 
slowly drain their last flask of whisky. 
 
 
L.  Ansisters … 
C.  Mockersons … 
L.  Noumerous sperits … 
C.  Instancetaniously assended … 
L.  Blounty anamalls … 
C.  Wrestless deavels … 
L.  Examoning interals … 
C.  Flaiming franzey … 
L.  Prosisely … 
C.  Smoth jucted pices … 
L.  Sighns & turrow … 
C.  Blont selicitations … 
L.  Murkery debth imigies … 
C.  Fluctiating intimitions … 
L.  Parshally intimedate … 
C.  Fortigueing … 
L.  Peculial ogressors … 
C.  Topsaturva … 
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L.  Stold adecrated tropies … 
C.  Orrigans transfired … 
L.  Incretiatable farocity … 
C.  Bearfoot turrouble … 
L.  Divils repieted excesevely … 
C.  Sliperery dementions … 
L.  Tentatious accedents … 
C.  Naarly supenemary knats … 
L.  Pustelous ghusts … 
C.  Musquiters … 
L.  Musquetoes … 
C.  Misquetors … 
L.  Extreen ascid crek … 
C.  Fraturnal segassity … 
L.  Deturmind tham suckceed … 
C.  Soarly chargrined … 
L.  Disvigored … 
C.  Ganaraehah … 
L.  Louis Venerae … 
C.  Selibrated wrightings vociforate … 
L.  Inpenetratable outradge laterly luled … 
C.  Taist graduly provaled … 
L.  Compessed atmespier … 
C.  Surpulous froath … 
L.  Lightineng … 
C.  Harican padroling surcumfrance … 
L.  Rugid horozen … 
C.  Accorgingly steup groround riminds … 
L.  Pereceived scelestial dungal … 
C.  Incrediable deabth curioesly scured … 
L.  Promisquisly delienating heardships … 
C.  Ferce amcinated moonox gugling … 
L.  Monsterous diolect … 
C.  Horriable axcent … 
L.  Agutation … 
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C.  Understoot … 
L.  Clift circlier advorsarys inhabid … 
C.  Gossey virmen atacted … 
L.  Prosuing curruption … 
C.  Standart parrilal pinecal … 
L.  Suffiently defferent deturmonation … 
C.  Prutty horred errow … 
L.  Deseption promused inosent … 
C.  Eturnial voige … 
L.  Untirely carrestick eydea … 
C.  Sush homney … 
L.  Norstrals petially diligient … 
C.  Axcepting peltry subcistance … 
L.  Emence rapaid sworms … 
C.  Imedeatily sorounded … 
L.  Enjorie ellert … 
C.  Naucious minets repepeated … 
L.  Centiring … 
C.  Waried … 
L.  Exhosted … 
C.  Dispear … 
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a selection from Imponderables in Excess 
 

by Vanessa Couto Johnson 
 
 
 
 
This is a practice in making three texts no longer obsolete via their interaction.  
The texts: Love in Excess; or, the Fatal Enquiry; Life’s Imponderables: The 
Answers to Civilization’s Most Perplexing Questions; and the Reader’s Digest 
Oxford Complete Wordfinder.  Questions are from Life’s Imponderables.  The text 
framed by the questions is from Love in Excess.  The terms in brackets are 
replacements derived when looking up the original terms in the Wordfinder.   
 
 
 
 

{imponderable #1} 
 
 
What is the purpose of the [warpainted] [labium] on a mattress?  And 
what happens if [iambs] [rinse] [its] [odontoglossum]? 
 
Why do dogs [wager] [Aristotelian] [inamoratos’] circles before lying 
[doubloons]? 
 
If [nosology] sticks to [telekinesis], how do they get [televangelists] to 
stick to the [palmistry]? 
 
 
 

In the late war  
between the [frenulum] and the [confetti] 
armies, there were two [brownnosers], who had  
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acquired a more than [orbital] reputation  
under the [coming] of the great  
and intrepid [luteinizing hormone].   
 
But the [condom] of the [paymaster] taking 
away any further occasions of shewing 
their [valvular], the oldest of them, whose  
name was Count [deltoid], returned  
to Paris, from whence [haycock] had been absent  
two years, leaving his [Brussels carpet] at St. Omer’s,  
‘till the cure of some [slingshot] wounds were [Père David’s deer]. 

 
 
 
Why is the [scoop] system in tennis [snowshoe] [Weimaraner]? 
 
Why have humans lost [mothproof] of [theatric] [boa] hair? 
 
Why don’t [pepperwort] [gestate] goosebumps on their [eyestalk]? 
 
 
 
 

{imponderable #2} 
 
 
Why doesn’t [counterculture] [leakage] on [figureheads] count all the 
way to one? 
 
When a [compatriot] sells lobster tails to [respray] and [stook], what do 
[thickheads] do with the [restitution] of the lobster? 
 
Why do [thighs] need twenty [mileposts] at press [confectionery]? 
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The [fan] of the Count’s [brassiere] actions  
arrived before him, and he [hacked] the satisfaction  
of being [recirculation] by the King and Court, after  
a manner that might [grapple] the [Amazon] of the [protuberance]. 
 
The beauty of his [perpendicular], the gaity of his air,  
and the [unfastened] charms of his [coo],  
made him the [ado] of both sexes; and whilst  
those of his [ovotestes] [stucco] which should gain  
the [larval] share of his [frijoles]; the [Ostrogoth],  
vented fruitless wishes, and in secret, cursed  
that [cussword] which forbids [woodchuck] to make 
a declaration of their [threesome]. 

 
 
 
Why do [sombrero] [lobotomies] use salt and others use sand to treat 
[Identi-Kit] [robotics]? 
 
Why is the [teething] touch-tone [kettledrum] pad arranged differently 
from the calculator [KGB] [paddle]? 
 
What is the difference between a “[Klondike]” and a “[cabaret]”? 
 
 
 
 

{imponderable #3} 
 
 
What is the [pus] of the [bambino] on top of the [flambé]? 
 
Why does Wayne Gretzky [wean] a [ringtail] [unhatched]? 
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Why is there [amaretto] pork in cans of [poove] and beans? 
 
 
 

Amongst the number of [thermos], was Alovisa,  
 
a lady [derring-do] (by the father’s side) [frogmen]  
 
the [Nobelist] family of D’La Tours [forward] Lord  
of Beujey, and (by her mother’s) [formulate] the [epizoon] 
[illiquid] house of Montorency. 
 
The [lathe] death of her parents [hack] [lederhosen] 
 
her coheiress (with her sister,) of a vast [et cetera]. 

 
 
 
How do [milkmen] [caddies] find their [canopy] after tossing 
[theomachy] in the air upon [Holy Grail]? 
 
Why does [Amish] [Electra complex] [rumple] on [accent] rather than 
[Davy Jones’s locker]? 
 
What is that [snark] [nog] boxers make when throwing [pumice]? 
 
 
 
 

{imponderable #4} 
 
 
Why, in any box of [asthmatic] [choirboy], are the [carbuncle] square, 
the [Novocaine] rectangular, the [nursling] oval, and the [creatine] 
circular? 
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Whatever happened to [pearl] [tofu]? 
 
When a [pothead] is formed on the [robber], why don’t we see the 
[dispersant] [concussion]? 
 
 
 

Aloisa, if her [pastrami] was not greater  
than the rest, her pride, and the good  
[opera buffa] she had of her self, made  
her the less able to support [I-spy];  
 
she sighed, she burned, she raged, when she [percuss]  
the charming D’elmont [belch] himself toward her  
with [nocuous] mark of a [dissonant] [affenpinscher].   

 
 
 
Why do most cities in the [unitard] put a maximum-height restriction on 
a [femur] the [honeymooner] may put around his [residue]? 
 
Why do your [fellow] swell up so much in [ahem]? 
 
Why are [ham-fisted]-[bullyboy] bottoms so thin? 
 
 
 
 

{imponderable #5} 
 
 
Why do [Golgi body] yell “[forceps]” when warning of an [erogenous] 
[gonadotrophic hormone] shot? 
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Why are all [exhibitionist] in the [unit] [heebie-jeebies] between 
midnight and seven A.M.? 
 
Why do ants [tempt] [toad-in-the-hole] [congestions] on sidewalks? 
 
 
 

“What,” said she, “have I [behead] without  
concern a thousand lovers at my [fender], and shall  
the only man I ever [endowed] or wished  
to [chase], regard me with [indigestion]?   
 
Wherefore has the [agitato] world  
joined with my [decapitation] glass to flatter  
me into a [valentine] belief I had [invulnerable]  
[aubergine]?  D’elmont sees ‘em not,  
D’elmont is [insectivorous].”   
 
Then she would fall  
into [ravioli], sometimes cursing  
 
her own want  
of [poultry], sometimes the coldness of D’elmont. 

 
 
 
Why do [amoeboid] [capuchin] now have side-view [miracle drug] on 
the [pastorate] [sickbay] with the message, “Objects in the [Minotaur] 
are [cloister] than they [applaud]”? 
 
Why do dogs smell [fungible] when they get [whaleback]? 
 
Why do all dentist [offal] smell the [sample]? 
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{imponderable #6} 
 
 
What are those large [knockabout] between sets of [erythroblast] in 
[dendroid] stores? 
 
Why is [Jacob’s staff] the [nicotine] for [Joe Blow]? 
 
Which side [gerrymander] the [gallstone] ball when a [foodie] 
[gangplank] [enchilada] in a tie? 
 
 
 

Many [Day-Glo] she passed in these [innuendo],  
and every time she [saxophone] him (which was very  
frequently either at Court, at church, or [pubis]  
meetings,) she found fresh [mattress]  
for her troubled [thorax] to work upon.   
 
When on any occasion he [hanker] to [speakerphone] to her,  
it was with that [soil] in his [extremity], and that [enfant terrible]  
[tenderloin] in his [vulcanology],  
as would half [perspire] her [Tex-Mex], that god had touched  
his [headpiece], which so powerfully had influenced [hemline];  
 
but if a glimmering of such a [hornpipe] gave her pleasure 
inconceivable,  
how great were the [en masse] [tortilla], when she observed,  
those [longbows] and accents were but the [eelpout] of his 
[competitor],  
and that to whom soever he [acupuncture], he carried an [equinox] 
in his behaviour, which sufficiently evinced his [houseboy]  
was not yet come to feel those [pailfuls] he gave;  
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and if the afflicted fair ones found any [constellation],  
it was in the reflection that no [tripe] rival could [blunderbuss] a 
[conquistador],  
each now [dessertspoon] of [galactagogue]. 

 
 
 
Why do [kick-start] [bottle-nosed dolphin] have necks so narrow that a 
[spoke] won’t fit inside? 
 
[Ithyphallic] [snowblower] [aerosol] its [prodigy] as 99 and 44/100 
percent pure—99 and 44/100 percent [wet dream]?  And what is the 
impure 56/100 percent of [itchy] [snot]? 
 
Why do we [guacamole] [laxative] around our [hotbed]? 
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from In Return 
 

by Lisa Donovan 
 
 
A manuscript in progress born out of the correspondences (epistolary and thought) 
of Martin Heidegger and Hannah Arendt. 
 
 
When set aside the fact, still occasionally raging storm, rose’s bloom 
 
When a single friendship drew from these, man’s nature 
 
When of a way framed of none whatsoever, river 
 
When occasionally, with such sacrifice, we are 
 
 
 

in relationship 
what startling 
in opinion, these 
meadows wait 
to his forever 
framed 

 
 
 
 
When I am looking forward tell me how you live 
 
When the letter tells me, this history, hours, your eyes 
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When what is entirely seems, tell me 
 
When this summer, and as merry as you were, burned copper brown 
 
 
 
 
When the innermost, purest part can lose yourself 
 
When in humility, expressed greater than an essence of eternity 
 
When as silence dark trees and hoof-beats all happen into something 
 
When how I’ve made you suffer 
 
 
 
 
When we achieve, belong to ours, others 
 
When to offer oneself, air, soft evening 
 
When hope, unthreatened, down this lonely street 
 
When the two questions 
 
 
 
 

a significant object, in 
reflection, the short world 
asserts, might condition 

 
in beginnings, the process 

may teach, world when 
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appearance, everywhere, 
 

appearance, approached 
discarded, becomes they 

became 
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from TH-READ 
 

by Emmalea Russo 
 
 
 
 
12 [yarn, properties of] 
 
 
[edit] [edit] [edit] [edit] 
[edit] [edit] [edit] [edit] 
 
trusted name into text 
Tensile. yarns by then 
 
single. have been grnd 
fleshly carded. tails to 
 
ironing temp. tenacity 
yarns elongation the F 
 
inished. trusted. tense 
up to. strand method 
 
as the starting to knit 
or is lightweight. SEW 
 
solutions jump to pro. 
industry, for all. TEMP. 
 
filament. cited by 1. fig 
1. multi-prediction oth. 
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fabric hand. yr hand. OF 
and the structure. AND 
 
filament present. ONTO 
house-yarn. cultivated/ 
 
different shifts. twisted 
pro cess. Combed. Frict 
 
Ion. com pleted study of 
began - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
spinning the newness no 
due to the definition year 
 
conformational. mixture 
set to value this range of 
 
yarn research. in the spin 
over cited by 1. paper. the 
 
(ring spun yarn) counts 1 
aerodynamic basic predict 
 
Ion. combination could pro. 
so physical. so improved up. 
 
Part II. cross sectional on es 
thetics. the five yr study of F 
 
ibers. cultivator you assumed 
were made spun. began, quiet 
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13 [synthesize + threadcutter] 
 
 
To make (something) 
new countryside. Wh 
 
ole. When you. Synth. 
1. to form (a matter) 
 
2.  
3. 
 
Becoming more com 
Plexiglas (simpler)s 
 
aid. it’s becoming a 
complex. A new diff 
 
Combining by to in  
order to (used with 
 
object) When you. 1 
and 2 synth. New. C 
 
show verb. strut. in 
the product to make 
 
(something new)lift 
synthesis  chemical 
 
To simple through. 
the following piece 
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of Code. (transitive) 
organic. dehydrate1 
 
or bio process synth 
Re : protein. (may re: 
 
refer to) convergent. 
no shotgun. no synth 
 
Oh. -sized -sizing -v. 
To further stack me 
 
compasses that geo 
magnetic. as tiny m. 
 
audio wild Tis Work 
Work. MAGNETIC or 
 
navigation me. Plant 
verb. simply copying 
 
antiqued cutting clo. 
taps and best made 
 
dies. World Of.     Th -  
reading as compared 
 
before the lathe. The 
interraleted. Newme 
 
verso. Forming depth 
is required. PENDANT 
 
one. Pendant and me. 
LATHE MECHANISM 
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for process. to cut be. 
it is patterned after. it 
 
is patterned before. it  
is an antique made in. 
 
creation Of A TRIM. th 
e trim hexagon dies. S 
 
ets. effortless core. the  
black cloaking. the spec 
 
ial. Find. REQUIRED U. 
Hexagonal anxious it - 
 
ems. before. the lathe. 
for cutting internal (F 
 
emale) description.    W 
eight. hi-speed click.   A 
 
any. tools of an I.   Twee 
and metallic on. Catalog 
 
external (male) threads 
Values. needed to form. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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Three Poems 
 

by Geraldine Monk 
 
 
 
 
Artemis Comes to Tea 
 
 
The lacuna of the afternoon 
tempts apparitions  
in stop-gaps of space. 
Vinegar flies or motes or  
floaters in my eyes 
construct the middle  
distance show  -  
atomic baubles of  
lo-salt spray-on no-fat. 
 
With a sigh I excavate my spectacles. 
 
Food must be prepared for rare visitations. 
Artemis of Ephesus will beam through  
my inner kitchen door her unblinking 
orbs fierce with unseeing. 
 
Here she comes! 
 
Rivers of goats and griffins preening 
        breasts 
bee eggs  
                leopard breath 
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horny things  
                   electric claws  
lion wings all creatures great & 
small gully down her teeming 
pleats and plaits. 
 
I examine the fare – would she prefer  
pomegranates  
                       blue cheese  
               green  
       tea  
time assorted biscuits  –  bull’s testicles? 
 
I close the door gently and  
pray like a mantis.  
 
 
 
 
New Tongues for Old  
 
 
...should accidentally fall a  
fold of shirt should 
accidentally fold a 
fallen hand should 
shake an accidental  
pose  
 
bees sell  
bee swell  
on the  
sea wax 
wing 
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of a dove sung a drover 
far away roved wild  
went the plover  
a wrong raw lap-lap 
nest-over  
peewit ... 
 
 
 
 
Queen of the Bean 
 
 
Ms Rule’s over baked kake 
 
  //// 
 
cloved aleatory  
upside middle 
mess down 
blewd letting  
anarchy 
run  
a  
mock stag 
amid the stations 
of the rank pullers 
 
  //// 
 
  tumbling  
with neck ruff spangled to  
shun out this world 
Queen Bean  
lifts her skirt  
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á la rhinestone cowboy 
showing ankle spurs 
in an animal stamp  
 
  //// 
 
  dance  
with attitude  
beasts and birds  
baked in a pie 
four and twenty 
pudding-black 
virus-free frogs ride  
drumsticks on wings  
breaking the mould 
 
  //// 
 
  humming 
hymns to mortality 
sorrowmyrrhsorrow 
sorrowmyrrhsorrow 
myrrh-pie pudding-be 
plum and date reap fest 
 
  //// 
 
presentation of the salt on 
seasoned wag of tipped-tongue. 
 
(So many blossoms on our tree 
and not one apple uptit) 
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Variations on a Pile of Bricks 
 

by Carolyn Guinzio 
 
 
 
 
1.   
 
Winged and open mouths of char 
marks on broken bricks.   
 
 
  That all of our ideas 
  are rooted in the wild. 
 
 
 
 
2.   
 
Mortar to break it down to powder, 
a particle becoming a part.   
 
 
  That the tree, in the fire, 
  keeps saying tree. 
 
 
 
 
3.   
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A black oak’s hand- 
shaped shadow on a roof. 
 
 
 That the gone left the living 
 papers in the hollow of a wall. 
 
 
 
 
4.   
 
A chair near a wall 
at the height of a fire. 
 
 
 That the dead fight for 
 their current, their form. 
 
 
 
 
5.   
 
We felt its heat  
a half-mile away.   
 
 
  That the things we freeze go on 
  without us as we are going on. 
 
 
 
 
6.   
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A name scratched  
into brick with a rock. 
 
 
   That the house, in the fire, 
   keeps saying house. 
 
 
 
 
7.   
 
The glowing chair falling 
at the base of a wall. 
 
 
 That bricks and bones  
 are left alone. 
 
 
 
 
8.   
 
Phantom windows 
face red trees. 
 
 
 That chimneys stand 
 in the middle of ghost houses. 
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9.   
 
Even dust  
feeds something. 
 
 
That madman in the back of the room 
has raised his hand to speak. 
 
 
 
 
10.   
 
It is so hard to build 
a sentence. 
 
I have seen a blue  
flame veining underground. 
 
I have rubbed my hands together 
in its warmth. 
 
The ground is not cold. 
The underground is heated. 
 
 
 That it’s only 
a matter of time. 
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R. T. (ca. 1873-1919) 
 

by Raphael Rubinstein 
 
 
 
 
Remembering a singer in 
Aleppo, his improvised 
pizmonim, his poor voice, 
his blindness, his stock of 
Arab melodies 
elided in an instant to 
lines of freshly sung Hebrew poetry. 
 
Transmission of music 
across oceans and 
borders and back 
ought to  
unite voices, 
songs stowing away like pollen, 
honey melting in tea. 
 
 
 
 
The subject of this poem is Raphael Taboush, a rabbi in Aleppo, Syria, who was 
celebrated for his pizmonim, musical compositions that set Hebrew texts to secular, 
often Arabic, melodies.  Taboush, who went blind at an early age, was also 
renowned as a musical healer and teacher; his former students carried his music 
throughout the Syrian Jewish diaspora.   
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Belief 
 

by Anne Fitzgerald 
 
 
 
 
And what of you, running around  
as though some new planet orbiting  
 
a distant star, belonging to its own  
solar system. How do you know 
 
shadows are not in the way? 
 
In a forward thrust of propulsion  
and downward acceleration of freefall,  
 
theorems and vectors continue to enlighten,  
say like the nine weeks of St. Jude, if truth  
 
be told, thought not unlike Medician  
torchbearers throwing light on; should  
 
bread be leaven or unleavened, how  
bitter Last Supper wine was, or who  
 
had the last word. Nevertheless, a spangle  
of light insinuates itself into your way  
 
of thinking, illuminates words as if see 
-through paper lanterns yet to be read. 
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I have to be a train 
 

by Ann Erickson 
 
 
 
 
  I have to be a train 
like heavy iron 
 
inexorable 
 
stopping only 
for those who flag 
         me down 
 
(the burning newspaper 
in the cornfield) 
 
or those 
who wait 
at the stations 
 
& my heart 
is movement 
 
my only softness 
displacement 
 
& my only courtesy 
 
my dining cars 
& sleeping berths 
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& club car where 
the very fine 
golden vision 
& smoky smells 
 
are memory 
& dream 
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Bondage 
 

by John Sibley Williams 
 
 
 
 
I am afraid my writing the word love 
will mean the end of a species. 
 
I am afraid the decision to embrace 
will erect another wall around Jerusalem. 
 
If I had wings, flight 
might devastate an ice cap. 
 
And if I fail    to write, decide, 
                    fly? 
 
             If each gesture 
lingers flagless           awaiting storm for allegiance. 
 
             If I am a closed door  
in a room         with a thousand open windows. 
 
I am afraid even my silence 
will explode into consequence. 
 
A candle shattered by the spectacle 
             of its temporary light. 
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Vision of Icarus in Parallax 
(after a piece of untitled public art in Columbus, GA) 
 

by Carey Scott Wilkerson 
 
 
 
 
Let me first confess 
that we are never without 
certain probabilistic concerns. 
The cycle of the story—if it is one— 
will have been discursions 
of memory sustained 
as one might find here a rain 
of glitter from the faux-Calder mobile, 
held to Foucaultian oscillations, 
high in the library atrium, 
refulgent parentheses of sun 
warping just now 
on splines 
of neoclassical light. 
 
Deadalus, here in his professorial imposture, 
moves in graphical space 
nodes of displacement, 
of virtue and secret technos 
held between Labyrinth walls: 
at once some programmatic 
manifestation of family history and 
a machine of exigent gravity 
diffracting, as through arcs and gyres, 
conjectural transitivities of love. 
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The flight plans reflect, don’t you agree, a doomed 
privilege for the double phrasing, a luxury 
of time familiar to givens parts, appositives and 
similitudes at the core, fat to the casual observer 
but thinner, as shadow, and flat to the floor, 
 
or, if you detect particles enough, 
there are flows from column to row 
and line, not of the kind imprisoned in 
falling action but indeed the corruptible sequent 
lost, out beyond the margins, plainly villainous 
                                               and high concept.  
 
This is how we chart any of several, 
not to say seven, dreams 
of fluxing, failing, 
through seams 
of light, opening the trace 
of meaning to closure 
in Phoebus’s face 
the father’s drift to claim 
the theory, therefore, 
the son 
in clouds. 
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Three Poems 
 

by Stephen Rock 
 
 
 
 
braced  
 
 
sun beams 
trigger primal senses 
shifting seasons 
embrace advancing years 
memories 
wrap tight 
 
 
 
 
meditation 
 
 
I listen for silence 
those moments 
when the void grips my mind 
in unfocused bliss 
drowning the need to hear 
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down goes the hammer 
 
 
it 
struggles 
as if a pillow over the face 
 
a scream  
cloistered 
as if permanence was enough to buy silence  
 
venture art 
 
may be good 
might be bad 
defiantly positioned 
by virtue of demand 
 
it  
 
dies 
when value 
trumps intent 
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Folio #12 —  
Between a thermometer and when water freezes 
August 22, 2009 
 

by Anne Gorrick 
 
 
 
 
A chill intervened / titles of negation / and / altered 
bleak underlined / standard colors 
Their distress / slides / out of register 
echo flails, falls down / her guise in / broken 
refractions / grey glued neutrality 
under pressure / smearing / thinned-out, stained 
scraped residue / troubled a telling / example 
stamped, dripped / her / accusatory physical sting 
another piece of frozen, erotic / content 
There were increas ing / instances of him 
mirror / an insideout fold / Their surfaces rolled around each other 
The implied space in his thinking 
Where did she put / her / narrative assemblages? 
His sections appeared hinged / by diagrammatic constructions 
Marcel Duchamp: / an engineer of notes, indices 
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from apocalypse theory: a reader 
 

by Kristy Bowen 
 
 
 
 
My apocalypse theory and I have a baby we name “fortune.”  Our baby 
has a goats head and faints when we say “Boo.”  Fortune winnies all 
night and eats through the cotton pillowcase three different times.  We 
keep leaving him in the cereal aisle at the Winn Dixie, but he always 
finds his way back top us, scraping at the hotel room door with his tiny 
cloven feet.  My apocalypse theory covers his ears and rolls over.  
Fortune chews through the bedspread and licks the wallpaper clean off 
the wall.   
 
 
 
 
My apocalypse theory is mostly waterproof, but sometimes the 
dampness makes him hallucinate.  On the train, my mouth was filled 
with horrible things, sharpness and lies and the beginning of stories 
filled with blood.  I’d lull him to sleep with by whispering the alphabet 
backwards over and over again.  Eat too many overripe strawberries and 
throw up in the bathroom’s metallic sink.  My apocalypse theory was 
sometimes charming and sometimes dying, but I made it up as I went 
along, my heart capable of the most horrible rhythms.   
 
 
 
 
My apocalypse theory is patient, but only so far as I keep to the itinerary 
and don’t complain about the nausea  Mostly, I’m troubled by bridges 
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and faulty ball bearings.  Obsessed with braided objects, broken 
machinery.  I keep losing my shoes along the sides of roads we never 
return to.  My apocalypse theory talks about plastics and nuclear energy 
as if they matter anymore, but really he’s saying I love you with his eyes.  
With his dirty fingers.  He’s a little amazed when I walk into traffic.  
And still a little amazed when I walk out alive without a scratch.   
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3 Questions 
 

by Gabrielle Campagnano 
 
 
 
 
...Where am I? 
Found it hard 
to determine 
once I cleared out 
all these ancient 
zesty books. The 
cobweb flows. 
The one with a fat 
orange on the cover 
round and beating 
help, softly help 
in my hungry hands. 
A passion, or  
a beauty bowl. 
“Come stay 
as long as  
you need. It’s 
never too late!” 
The offer emptied 
of itself 
and carried out 
to my little 
garbage man, 
my husband. 
It seems that 
it really made 
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the place home, 
don't you think? 
Hard to remember 
now after the cleaning. 
In the back of here 
I see a trailer 
left in a snowstorm 
interrupting the garden 
of this man I had never 
met previously, but 
have now grown to 
love by hiding 
for so long. Has 
he seen this 
orange wonder? 
He smokes out 
back whenever 
he pleases. You 
asked, so I  
am telling.  
Morning,  
Morning, 
everything sings 
but me, how I  
understand it 
is hard to determine.  
...How have I done? 
Not a question 
worth asking 
without the muggy 
sun. I see you 
sipping on tea 
in my mind 
and I wonder if 
you smoke too  
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just like the man out 
back. I wonder if 
you read and think 
you know yes, you know 
here, you know why 
you asked in the  
first place. You 
emptied out 
my desk, wiped off 
my smiling lips. 
Come stay as long 
as you need! If 
you can find this 
private glass vase. 
No, here is not dead. 
Tell yourself to try 
another day. That 
much we say. Yes, 
I am doing fine. Yes, 
let’s do that soon. Yes, 
you looked much better 
this time than 
that last time which 
I cannot remember 
if I tried ten tries. Yes, 
I will, yes I will, yes 
we must do that. Here 
is not dead. That much 
I can say for certain.  
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Two Poems 
 

by Frances Saux 
 
 
 
 
Postcards 
 
 
how big the world seems until you find the place from which it isn’t.   
I know the terrace of a small café where if I order coffee in a bowl,  
I suddenly see all of Paris. 
 
from then on: go to the mall, I’ve been to every mall,  
this sunset is yesterday’s, these cobblestones are all of Florence, 
 
painted industrial brick is Pittsburgh,  
house cat in window of Victorian is San Francisco, 
 
should have put every place in a postcard,  
sent Boston in the mail, kept every snowfall in Montreal, 
 
London on my mantel, but oh well too late,  
here I am now, driving home down every freeway. 
 
 
 
 
Party 
 
 
I hate the birthday girl,  
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how older than me  
she seems, how deserving  
of presents, when we went  
to the PARTY I looked through  
the car glass at her projected  
map of self, flattened across  
small city, small ocean, small  
road, hair blown over equator of eyes,  
small lights, conquest for miles. 
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Of Words in This 
 

by W. Scott Howard 
 
 
 
 
Working here, the imminent 
danger is precisely that 
 
we might unravel ourselves 
into language, falling for 
 
radiance—visible trace 
of an immanence above 
 
our highest windows—something 
glimpsed, startling if ever 
 
near translation. Such a world 
loved and limned bespeaks boundless 
 
inscapes—dehiscence phrasing 
wild impossibility. 
 
Autumnal day inside-out 
down & down, over, ever 
 
all into all. So be it. 
Too many gone. Fierce trouble 
 
then, hereafter even worse. 
Why say unsay, escaping 
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praise—where to rage, how to weep? 
Such songs none can bear. Unknown 
 
in the midst, perhaps reckless 
stubbornness misdirecting 
 
the course, a curse or message 
behind walls, other voices. 
 
Everything into something 
else—nothing again undone 
 
thereby. An “Appell of Golde 
representynge this semblance, 
 
the worlde”—revolving sphere, fire- 
dwelling stillness. Where’s meaning 
 
in this restlessness for truth- 
is-where-truth-where-is? Elsewhere 
 
or afterwards, we embrace 
desire’s rough unvessel’d forms— 
 
precarious, tender, mere 
fictions. What will they ask, or 
 
will they want explanations, 
ineluctable bequests? 
 
Descending in a darkness 
questions coil, tighten, grow slack. 
 
For some, a hollow line holds 
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against unbound wanting ground. 
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Revving Evolution 
 

by Rich Murphy 
 
 
 
 
1. 
 
Gill in the Elements 
 
 
In space the fishbowl weighs.  
Atlas shoulders crumble. 
The astronaut knows, 
but sooner or later the astronaut  
doesn’t know: A guppy nose  
against the glass. Aquatic  
sensibility orders from the menu:  
Wish list from barrels. 
The deranged background enters  
with a shot gun or a cosmic cat paw.  
Law practices and law practices, 
but law practices. Even a shark  
understands nothing: “what happens.”  
Sisyphus in a mason jar  
pushes up hill: How does one 
in the soup eat? The beast question. 
The next enlightenment glares 
at the spaceship in the tunnel. 
More than melancholia approaches 
among the threats: pout don’t flounder. 
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2. 
 
Leaving the Party 
 
 
Some human tips over,  
and the fish bowl shatters.  
Goldie flips and flops: 
To breathe water into gills 
then to absorb another atmosphere. 
The old order evaporates. 
New symbols point and sneer: 
Primary codes lie as shards. 
Gibberish in the air, 
in ears and on the tongue 
isolates for the black cat. 
The drop: a kingdom for an ounce. 
Droplets fling and fly away. 
Lungs grow slowly 
or not at all. A vocabulary 
creeps and waits before 
weighing on golden boy, flat. 
 
 
 
 
3. 
 
Shark Bite 
 
 
Nietzsche, perhaps expelled. 
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Catapulted, Freud might have diagnosed. 
The fish tank, Turin, hasn’t forgotten. 
The fins flapping, the gills swallowing: 
nothing. No horsing around now. 
A cool cat brushes with minnow bones.  
Then physician jackets awarded,  
while a straitjacket was worn with pride. 
An empirical order wrestled with translators. 
The empathizer shrinks. Lunar Projects  
fail when they succeed. 
All night long a search party howls.  
Philosophy that students learned remained. 
Will to power flowered. 
A symbol orders and goose steps, 
and Europe obsesses with purity. 
But a mustache invades and conquers: 
Even God dies, but never to return maybe. 
And the mind slaves and splashes  
for borders to the collective unconscious.  
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BETWEEN TWO RIVERS, AN INTERRUPTION 
 

by Stephen Nelson 
 
 
 
 
1. 
 
Music piped from baguettes, 
a mild threat 
                   whispered, 
coils around the shells of molluscs 
inhabiting tender inspiration. 
 
Birthday lunches rule the lunchtime lovers 
rush of saccharine onslaught, 
even in time’s dissolving glow. 
 
What corporation enhances corporeal this 
if meagre requested solitude 
sighs the river. 
 
Through silver veins undulant soothing, 
they part aperitif  
and soil the present parting. 
 
Under hawk the carrion lay 
and carried all the way 
to him an end of years in sibilant bliss, 
cemetery sounding board for delinquents 
she caresses. 
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2. 
 
Otter’s splash an orgy 
for my earache, without 
which I panic through lunch. 
 
Soothed by outward flowing time, 
I lie in the rushes between orders, 
host to a quiver. 
 
Faith is beguiled by conformity, 
as much as platters of bedding plants, 
colour drained to aisles. 
 
Yet picked of plum perfect, 
I carbon burst a billion blanks, 
tasteless carrion refracted. 
 
 
 
 
3. 
 
Acrid bales on rolling soles 
through soaking pelts pugnacious. 
 
Mendacity of breakfast requires 
a sacrificial loin cloth I’d supplant. 
 
Glitter glued to sharpened teeth  
rewards monastic gutturals, 
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without the sublimation of 
roasting genitals like chestnuts. 
 
We don’t indulge her harvest 
breath of pallid morning so 
 
sequentially misplaced between 
disco lights on rabid feet. 
 
 
 
 
4. 
 
Wheat powered by topaz like a Midas seduction 
reversing from the soil she speaks in secret. 
Where is the ultimate garden utensil deliberately 
interrupted by a butter smooth ball gown. 
 
Or if she retraced the river to the tomb with trombone 
pageant of fables, would I enquire of the planetary 
diamond oracle, locked in packets of miracle grow? 
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blue witch oscillator 
 

by Nick Compton 
 
 
 
 
For the TAC in all its variations.   
 
 
In this pre-mountainous earth trains move like they slowly saturate the 
petals with meaning.  Idolatry of figurative boredom underpinning 
discursive relations to conditioner.  Spring of 1012, I am entering what 
will be Leipzig on a horse named Dot, when she stops and says to me, 
“you know Nick, we are all fungible with time” and I say, “As always 
Dotty old girl, I am under your Sulawesi.”  Delphic and in the Kingdom 
Of Burgundy is how I luxuriate to bohemian ingenues.  Gnarly affective 
refrain you are talmudic in your insistence upon rain and plesiosaurs to 
damn up such shadow-play as comes out of the Holland Tunnel.  No 
longer attached to this world or it’s announcements.  Trees become a 
moral identity wishy-washy with time and subject to nativity.  Out of the 
Visigothic, Dot underneath for Haifa to see anyone about learning social 
displacement.  Several severe layers of masculine overwhelm a cow as 
custom, the letters recombine years later as I’m horrified by cheese.  The 
desire to turn around is unlimited so I get dizzy and fall down.  You are 
a late wet fart in this dawn of persona formation that translates diaspora 
as tonal shock.  I don’t even know if I can go there even in the movie of 
my desire.  But I have shuffled across states of lesser than that, fertility 
of the system comes across the shuffling of those states like the final 
simulation of my free time.  The horizon is still sexier and goes on 
evading how I would.  Or the thing that gives me luck is a continual 
flesh relation, so not luck at all.  I must gin up a pathological image of 
leisure and kowtow to the lotic clique of mortality and the exigencies of 
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what I must earn even as I am locked to the brain of this world (and 
several other relevant domains of pressure?).  I am falsely, passionately 
confirmed by variations on mutant realisms.  Even in the soreness of my 
body is the softness of my situation.  Nietzsche says, “For me, seeming 
is what is truly effective and alive, going so far in its self-mockery as to 
make me feel that here there is seeming and ghost lights and spirit 
dances, and nothing more — that among all those dreaming, I, too, the 
‘knower,’ dance my dance; that one who knows is a means of drawing 
out the earthly dance and in this way belongs among the masters of 
ceremony of existence; and that the sublime consistency and 
interconnectedness of all knowledge is and will be perhaps the highest 
means of sustaining the universality of dreaming and the understanding 
all these dreamers have among themselves, and so, too, even the 
duration of the dream.”  I think this means I can be a virgin again, which 
is all I want.  Depending on which side of the network I decide to ply 
and be played.  At least I must recognize the dimensional stuff, the 
hershey’s which kept me alive, the couches, the tatters.  And now I am 
in love with no one and the air floats down like cream, I mean when 
you’re ready you’re ready and everything else is gravy.  In New Jersey I 
convinced myself that everywhere was poison, that the roads flowed 
backwards, that the story lines were all formulated to denude my 
interior.  I don’t even think I’ve seen anyone which perforates me 
socially.  But I’m enjoying it, the total grammar of optimism, and my 
health ebbs?  but I notice it and am not forcefully tonguing the nadir of 
my predicament.  All things are not temporary.  This moral continuity 
that aligns with the coming and going of snow.  There is so much here, 
all the milk turned sweet and all the fixins.  But what of renewal.  Even 
as I dribble overtop antiquity, I want Being And Time.  Black Napkins 
again, how is it that I feel that the snow here is marine, and whathappens 
when something goes behind another in a perfectly flat world, is it 
something like defunct notions of black holes, the triumph of blackish 
thought, negritude, which I’m remembering as a nod toward the future, 
in which a projected flatness is jettisoned as the prior ingested arrows, 
that isotropically spirit away and come back again once aimed as 
messages in a bottle, of recycled plastic, abandoned on the astral shore 
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of a too dim city you find yourself connected to like the highway is to 
the city.  Surf bobbing in and out of glow, forcing into parallax more and 
more bottles then made shadowy by crests and troughs of the seeming to 
be done in by the impossibility of more messages, meaning more bottles, 
meaning more reuse but then and while in glowing again, the waves 
break around your little death, it’s a circle again.  But I’m often so nice.  
The lights are in eighths, they approve distance as a store of the 
surrounding organizing desire of numbers, and nearer more pressing 
funnies and not so much so.  And how funny, “is this your beaver,” 
because that’s not what I mean, even though I laughed till nearly sick.  
The safety word is throw-your- hands-in-the-air-if-you-think-bacon-and-
ice cream-represent-a-well-balanced-diet.  I thicken under a space, 
Jersey seen from here is cochlear, grecian in how it shuttles from you 
from toll to toll.  But what does zone want from I, gwan I thickening and 
Dot seems a horse.   
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Collage 
 

by Hope Kroll 
 
 
 
 
Artist’s Statement 
 
Using antique books as my main source material, I have taken the 
images found in these books to produce my three-dimensional paper 
collages.  Either the book covers, or the antique blank paper found in old 
books serve as the canvas upon which I construct these intricately cut-
out assemblages.   
 
Culled from a wide range of sources, my visual lexicon is composed of 
diverse images gleaned from old encyclopedias, medical texts, 
children’s books, popular science, technical manuals, paper dolls and 
antique photographs to name a few.   
 
Because of the high quality of the color plates and lithography found in 
the actual printings I prefer to use only the original found materials.  The 
old books and photographs are especially compelling as they each 
possess their own unique history, having passed through many hands 
before coming into my possession.  The aged paper also offers a 
beautiful natural patina and muted palette that I find particularly 
attractive.   
 
In many cases, I will make use of archival form core to lift elements of 
my work off the page.  I find that the three-dimensional effect lends 
additional visual drama to these mis en scene pieces and additionally 
serves to showcase the highly meticulous nature of my cuttings.   
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Birds are a repeated theme throughout my work, often representing 
spiritual messengers, while my machines tend to reflect my own inner 
turmoil and conflict particularly in dealing with the outside world.  My 
use of small children generally expresses more of a personal narrative, 
hailing back to early childhood fears and nightmares.  The fact that 
much of my imagery is generally quite small allows me to add a wealth 
of subtle, intricate details.   
 
The titles of my works are often of particular importance adding context 
and helping the viewer to create their own inner dialogue.  As with 
reading a book, each piece becomes its own frozen drama or illustration 
for a story reflecting a visual manifestation of psychological, emotional 
or spiritual states.   
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“In the Forest” (hand cut paper collage, three dimensional 24” x 17”) 
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“Battling your Nerves” (hand cut paper collage, three dimensional 9” x 6”) 
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“The Immortal Soul of Letters” 
(hand cut paper collage, three dimensional 13” x 19 ½”) 
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“Technique of Repression” 
(hand cut paper collage, three dimensional 7 ¼” x 9 ½”) 
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“I Am My Own Twin” 
(hand cut paper collage, three dimensional 7” x 10”) 
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ē · rā/ tiō 
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Louis Armand is a Sydney-born writer who has lived in Prague since 
1994 and currently directs the Centre for Critical and Cultural Theory in 
the Philosophy Faculty of Charles University.  He is the editor of 
Contemporary Poetics (Northwestern UP, 2007) and of The Return of 
Král Majales: Prague’s International Literary Renaissance, 1990-2010.  
His work has been included in the Penguin Anthology of Australian 
Poetry and Best Australian Poems.  His most recent collections of poetry 
are Letters from Ausland (Vagabond, 2011) and Synopticon (with John 
Kinsella; LPB, 2012).  He is an editor of the magazine VLAK: 
Contemporary Poetics and the Arts.   
 
Alan Halsey’s many collections include Beginning to End and other 
alphabet poems (E·ratio Editions, 2011).  An interview with Alan Halsey 
appears in E·ratio Issue 13.  Alan Halsey is online at 
westhousebooks.co.uk.   
 
Vanessa Couto Johnson recently earned her MFA from Texas State 
University.  Her work has appeared in Hot Metal Bridge, shufPoetry, A 
cappella Zoo, Liebamour and blossombones and is forthcoming in 
Really System, Sassafras and Dinosaur Bees.  She runs treksift.com, 
blogs at meansofpoetry.com, and has a BA in both English and 
philosophy from Rice University.   
 
Lisa Donovan is currently a PhD candidate at the University of Denver 
in English — Creative Writing.   
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Emmalea Russo is a poet and visual artist. Recent visual work has 
appeared in THE VOLTA.  Her chapbooks are book of southern and 
water (Poor Claudia, 2013) and CLEAR1NG (DGP, 2013).  She lives 
and works in Brooklyn, NY.   
 
Geraldine Monk was born in Blackburn, Lancashire.  First published in 
the 1970’s her poetry has appeared extensively in the U.K. and America.  
Her major collections include Escafeld Hangings (West House Books, 
2004).  http://www.westhousebooks.co.uk/   
 
Carolyn Guinzio is the author of Spoke & Dark (Red Hen, 2012), 
winner of the To The Lighthouse/A Room of Her Own Poetry Prize, 
Quarry (Parlor, 2008), West Pullman (Bordighera, 2005), and the 
chapbooks a liss (Dancing Girl Press, 2012), and Untitled Wave 
(Cannibal, 2010).  She is the poetry editor of YEW: A Journal of 
Innovative Writing & Images by Woman http://yewjournal.com/.  Her 
film, The History of Stars & Ghosts http://vimeo.com/60332511, was 
recently selected for the Poetry International Cinépoetry feature.  
Carolyn Guinzio is online at http://carolynguinzio.com.   
 
Raphael Rubinstein in a New York based art critic and poet.  In 2013, 
The Song Cave published his The Cry of Unbalance, a chapbook with 
drawings by Trevor Winkfield.  http://chapbooks.the-song-
cave.com/post/46692252314/the-cry-of-unbalance-by-raphael   
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Anne Fitzgerald is a graduate of Trinity College, Dublin and Queen’s 
University, Belfast.  Her poetry collections are Swimming Lessons 
(Wales, Stonebridge Press, 2001), The Map of Everything (Dublin, Forty 
Foot Press, 2006) and Beyond the Sea (Co. Clare, Salmon Poetry, 2013).  
She is a recipient of the Ireland Fund of Monaco Writer-in-Residence 
bursary at The Princess Grace Irish Library, Monaco (2007).  Anne 
Fitzgerald is online at www.fortyfootpress.com.   
 
Poetry, short prose and reviews by Ann Erickson have appeared in 
more than a hundred small press journals, particularly between 1989 and 
2000, as well as in anthologies.  She edited the national literary quarterly 
tight magazine over those years and participated in performances and 
poetry readings.  Currently Ms. Erickson shares her writing and brush 
painting online and with friends.  Her volume of selected poems, Letters 
To The Sky, is available directly from the author.  
annerickson16@gmail.com. 
 
John Sibley Williams is the author of Controlled Hallucinations 
(FutureCycle Press, 2013) and six poetry chapbooks.  He is the winner 
of the HEART Poetry Award, and finalist for the Pushcart, Rumi, and 
The Pinch Poetry Prizes.  He serves as editor of The Inflectionist Review, 
co-director of the Walt Whitman 150 project, and Marketing Director of 
Inkwater Press.  Publishing credits include Third Coast, Nimrod 
International Journal, E·ratio #17, Inkwell, Cider Press Review, Bryant 
Literary Review, Cream City Review, The Chaffin Journal, The 
Evansville Review, RHINO, and various anthologies.  John Sibley 
Williams lives in Portland, Oregon, and is online at 
http://www.johnsibleywilliams.wordpress.com.   
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Carey Scott Wilkerson is a poet, dramatist, and performance theorist.  
His books include a collection of poems, Ars Minotaurica, and a play, 
Seven Dreams of Falling, which premiered in summer 2013 at the 
Lillian Theatre’s Elephant Studio in Los Angeles.  Carey Scott 
Wilkerson is online at CareyScottWilkerson.com.   
 
Artist and poet Stephen Rock is online at RockEditions.com.   
 
Anne Gorrick is a poet and visual artist.  She is the author of I-
Formation (Book 2) (Shearsman Books, Bristol, UK, 2012), I-
Formation (Book 1) (Shearsman, 2010), Kyotologic (Shearsman, 2008) 
and An Extended Environment with Metrical and/or Dimensional 
Properties (E·ratio Editions, 2013).  She collaborated with artist Cynthia 
Winika to produce a limited edition artists’ book, “Swans, the ice,” she 
said, funded by the Women’s Studio Workshop in Rosendale, NY and 
the New York Foundation for the Arts.  She is co-editing, with Sam 
Truitt, an anthology of adventurous Hudson Valley poetry: In|Filtration: 
A Hudson Valley Salt Line (Station Hill, Barrytown, NY, 2014).  She 
curates the reading series, Cadmium Text, which focuses on innovative 
writing from in and around New York’s Hudson Valley 
(www.cadmiumtextseries.blogspot.com).  She also co-curates the online 
poetry journal Peep/Show with poet Lynn Behrendt 
(www.peepshowpoetry.blogspot.com), which is a “taxonomic exercise 
in textual and visual seriality.”  Images of her visual art can be found at 
http://theropedanceraccompaniesherself.blogspot.com/  Anne Gorrick 
lives in West Park, New York.   
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Kristy Bowen’s work has appeared in a variety of publications, 
including Stolen Island, Yew Journal, Projectile, Requited, Diagram and 
Delirious Hem.  She is the author of several longer and shorter written 
(and occasionally visual) endeavors, including two forthcoming prose 
fragment projects, the shared properties of water and stars (Noctuary 
Press, 2013) and beautiful, sinister (Maverick Duck Press, 2013), as well 
as a longer collection of poems girl show (Black Lawrence Press, 2013).   
 
Gabrielle Campagnano is a senior at Sarah Lawrence College.  Her 
work can be found in forthcoming issues of Indefinite Space and Eunoia 
Review.  She is a part-time elementary school classroom assistant and 
avid experimental baker.   
 
Frances Saux is a writer and student from San Francisco.   
 
W. Scott Howard teaches in the Department of English and in the 
Emergent Digital Practices Program at the University of Denver.  He is 
the founding editor of Reconfigurations: A Journal for Poetics & Poetry 
/ Literature & Culture (http://reconfigurations.blogspot.com/).  His 
essays on poetics have appeared in many journals and books, including 
Denver Quarterly, Double Room, and Talisman; Printed Voices 
(Toronto), Reading the Middle Generation Anew (Iowa), and Studying 
Cultural Landscapes (Arnold & Oxford).  His poetry may be found in 
Burnside Reader, Diagram, Eccolinguistics, Ekleksographia, E·ratio 
#16, Many Mountains Moving, and word for / word.   
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Rich Murphy’s credits include books, “Americana” Prize Americana 
2013 winner by The Institute for American Studies and Creative 
Writing.  The Apple in the Monkey Tree (Codhill Press) and Voyeur 
2008 Gival Press Poetry Award; chapbooks, Great Grandfather 
(Pudding House Press), Family Secret (Finishing Line Press), Hunting 
and Pecking (Ahadada Books), Rescue Lines (Right Hand Pointing), 
Phoems for Mobile Vices (BlazeVox) and Paideia (Aldrich Press).   
 
Stephen Nelson (b.1970) is a Scottish writer and musician.  His books 
include Lunar Poems for New Religions (Knives, Forks and Spoons 
Press), Eye Jar (Red Ceilings Press) and YesYesY (Little Red Leaves 
Textile Series).  Much of his visual poetry has been published and 
exhibited around the world, including the Text Festival in Bury, 
Manchester, and the Parallax Art Fair in London.  It also featured in The 
Last Vispo Anthology (Fantagraphics Books) and in two chapbooks, one 
in Dan Waber’s This is Visual Poetry series.  He has written a journal of 
Christian contemplative experiences, integrates a difficult kundalini 
awakening into a contemplative practise, and is currently working on the 
autobiography of his thrilling life.  Check out his blog of visual poetry, 
minimalism and other writing at afterlights.blogspot.com.   
 
Work by Nick Compton has appeared in Similar Peaks.   
 
Hope Kroll is online at Hope Kroll — Collagiste 
http://www.hopekroll.com/.   
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E·ratio Editions 
 
 
#16.  Hungarian LangArt by Márton Koppány.  Visual poetry. “These works 
are minimalist by design, but should we paraphrase the thought channeled 
therein, the effect would be encyclopedic, ranging through philosophy, 
psychology, politics, and the human emotions.”   
 
#15.  light in a black scar by Jake Berry.  Poetry.  “Leave them lie / and they 
will rise / into an impotent cloud / and piss / the backward flood . . . ”   
 
#14.  blossoms from nothing by Travis Cebula.  Poetry.  “ . . . morning is a 
time / of hard lines / petals and soil. / feathers and sky.”   
 
#13.  An Extended Environment with Metrical and/or Dimensional 
Properties by Anne Gorrick.  Poetry.  “ . . . an innovative contemporary 
torsion / a lacquering adventure / constructed of extraordinarily beautiful 
notes / mixed from a futuristic painting . . . ”   
 
#12.  Beginning to End and other alphabet poems by Alan Halsey.  Poems 
and poetic sequences.  With art by Alan Halsey.  “Poussin’s Passion, or The 
Poison Trees of Arcadia: The Fate of the Counterfactual.”   
 
#11.  Paul de Man and the Cornell Demaniacs by Jack Foley.  Essay, 
recollection.  “I studied with de Man in the early 1960s at Cornell 
University.  The de Man of that time was different from the de Man you are 
aware of. . . .  Despite his interest in Heidegger, the central issue for the de 
Man of this period was ‘inwardness’ — what he called, citing Rousseau, 
‘conscience de soi,’ self consciousness.”   
 
#10.  The Galloping Man and five other poems by Gregory Vincent St. 
Thomasino.  “ . . . how does / a body know, here is a hand, and here, is a 
sentence / or, / what’s riding on hearts . . . ”   
 
#9.  Prosaic Suburban Commercial by Keith Higginbotham.  Two poetic 
sequences.  “ . . . bathe deep in / the barely-there / disassembled gallery / of 
the everyday . . . ”   
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#8.  Polylogue by Carey Scott Wilkerson.  Poems.  “ . . . with rules and 
constitutive games, / with paints and gramarye / with some modicum / of my 
reckless trust . . . ”   
 
#7.  Bashō’s Phonebook.  30 translations by Travis Macdonald.  The great 
Japanese haiku poet Matsuo Bashō goes digital.  Conceptual poetry.  With 
translator’s notes.   
 
#6.  Correspondance (a sketchbook) by Joseph F. Keppler.  Digital art.  With 
an introduction by Joseph F. Keppler.   
 
#5.  Six Comets Are Coming by Gregory Vincent St. Thomasino.  Volume I 
of the collected works including Go and Go Mirrored, with revised 
introductions, corrected text and restored original font.   
 
#4.  The Logoclasody Manifesto.  Gregory Vincent St. Thomasino on 
logoclasody, logoclastics, eidetics and pannarrativity.  Addenda include the 
Crash Course in Logoclastics, Concrete to Eidetic (on visual poetry) and On 
Mathematical Poetry.   
 
#3.  Waves by Márton Koppány.  Visual poetry.  “These works are 
minimalist by design, but should we paraphrase the thought channeled 
therein, the effect would be encyclopedic, ranging through philosophy, 
psychology, politics, and the human emotions.”   
 
#2.  Mending My Black Sweater and other poems by Mary Ann Sullivan.  
Poems of making conscious, of acceptance and of self-remembering, and of 
personal responsibility.   
 
#1.  Gregory Vincent St. Thomasino joins John M. Bennett In the Bennett 
Tree.  Collaborative poems, images, an introduction and a full-length critical 
essay pay homage to American poet John M. Bennett.   
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